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REVIEWS
THE ROMANTIC CONFLICT, by Allan Rodway. New York: The Humanities
Press, 1963. 256 pp. $6.
....
Allan Rodway, Senior Lecturer in the Department of English, University of Nottingham, England, has written an a.ccount of the sociological
and psychological roots of English Romanticism-suited to the needs of
undergraduate students. Part I, we are assured, "attempts to assign romanticism to a time and place-on grounds of critical utility [whatever that
means]; to show why English romanticism should have come when it did
and been what it was; to give evidence of social pressures not existing before or after the romantic period ... and finally to indicate the creative
dilemma (the inward aspect) which this situation put the English romantics into." Part II includes "detailed discussion of individual poets Gnd
poems," i.e., Smart, Chatterton, Cowper, Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge,
Shelley, Byron, and Keats, along with passing notices of most of the writers of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries-all in one hundred
seventy-one pages, an average
of less than twenty pages per author. Poems
c
of major significance are treated often in one or two sentences or in a paragraph largely of commonplace judgments, not infrequently with the implication that nothing of importance remains to be said.
•
Perhaps more dismaying than the orthodox judgments are the original
ones. He discovers in Blake, for example, a violent recantation; a "repudia'tion" of his views in Poetical Sketches and Songs of Innocence. To support his thesis that in youth Blake was "orthodox to the point of naivity,"
he quotes from "The Chimney Sweeper" the lines:
.IC..
And the Angel told Tom, if he'd be a good boy,
He'd have God for his father, & never want joy.
-And so Tom awoke; and we rose in the dark,
And got with our bags and our brushes to work.
Tho' the morning was cold, Tom was happy & warm;
So if all do their duty they need not fear harm.

He comments that the poem "end piously," apparently not seeing that (
the last line is savage in its ironic denunciation of the orthodox who cynically counseled acquiescence in the evils besetting the chimney sweepers,
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and who offered the pious assurance that the balance would be trimmed for
the suffering children in the next world.
He similarly quotes from "Holy Thursday"-a poem among the most
violently ironic and denunciatory of church, inhumanity, and the status
quo-the familiar lines:
Beneatp. them sit the aged men, wise guardians of the poor;
Then cherish pity, lest you drive an angel from the door.

He comments in apparent seriousness: "Neither in content and style nor
in the simple hymnic rhythm of these and other poems is there any indication of irony.... The implication is that Blake was orthodox before th~
Revolution-at any rate, an orthodox nonconformist-and meant the songs
to be what many still seem, Sunday-school propaganda."
_
"Holy Thursday" and "The Chimney Sweeper," it is true, contain 110
"indication" of irony: they are irony. In "Holy Thursday" we see what
Blake detested most: aged men representing repression, the status quo,
and hypocritical~ negative religion, leading the suffering and forlorn pauper
children into SLPa'ul's and applaUding themselves in the full completion
of their duty. The children needed love, laughter, green fields, and clear
brooks, and the whole livelong day in which to be children-not a chill,
dark, and solmen church in which to become wizened, sad old men before
their time.
In "The Clocl and the Pebble" he finds a statement of Blake's alleged
recantation of his earlier naive orthodoxy: ,
\
". . . its bitter recognition of the actual, reproves the whole race of sentimentalists-iqc1uding Blake's earlier self." .

The poem has long been considered remarkable for its ringing denunciation, not of idealists or sentimentalists, but of cynical, avaricious, selfish
men who have been perverted by a corrupt society. Love, which should be
as the clod affirms-selfless and beautiful-has become, through the church,
the moral code, and marriage, a sick and loathesome institution of gree~
lust, and exploitation. One's frail. confidence in Dr. Rodway's thesis is ~Qt
strengthened by the evidence he supplies.
.
i,'
The chief value of this book lies in the bird's-eye view it supplies of a
.
vast range of material. Here the critic sees not deep but wiae.
-Norton B. Crowell
Norton Crowell is a professor at UNM where he has at times served as acting head of _
the Department of English and is now a member of its faculty. He is the author of The
Triple Soul: Browning's Theory of Knowledge, which was published in 1963 by UNM
Press.
.
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A WORLD, by William Burford. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1962.
46 pp. $2·75·
A WEDGE OF WORDS, by Frederic Will. Austin: University of Texas Press,
1962 . 46 pp. $2·75·
The poets discussed here represent two of the first five volumes of poetry
issued by the University of Texas Press in their Tower Series. Each volume
in this series is elegantly designed, of a uniform format and price, and decorated by an individual artist. Kim Taylor, the designer of the series, is to
be congratulated on books as beautiful as these. It is a pleasure to read
good poet.s in handsome books, a truly rare combination these days.
William Burford's poetry is marked by a precision of imagery, plain
diction, and a flowing metric. He writes with equal ease in both free and
traditional verse. His line is spare and clean, and he resists the temptations of rhetorical decoration.
~ These lines from the first section of In A Wave demonstrate the acuteness of his perception:
Seen beneath the glassy wave
The flaked, floating figure,
The limbs, the drifting hair, and faceIs our own:
But distant there, strange,
Image of the years gone,
That lived once, had those featuresThe wave lifts it with outstretched armsThat for a minute stays;
Then draws it back into the ocean,
Where lost, it sinks away.

The fourth 1in~ of the second stanza, where the corpse is lifted "with
outstretched arms/' is the turning point of the poem. It quietly presents
an ambiguous horror. If it is taken to mean that the corpse is raised on
the outstretched arms of the wave, the image concentrates on t~e finality
of death as well as the helplessness of man outside his environm~nt. If, on
the other hand, we take the line to mean that the wave lifts the corpse
with its arms outstretched, we get the paradoxical vision of crucifixion, a
surge of joy in the despair of death-a meaning no matter how vague or
transient. Read either way, the line has great power. Its basic ambiguity,
combined with the sparse language, creates an epiphany. In the second
section of the poem the poet concludes that it would .be better if death
were final, if the corpse were bereft of all human features; and, as the
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corpse is washed into annihilation, the poet also desires the annihilation of
the idea of death in human language. Stoically, he says that the vision will
return again and again, just as the corpse sinks and rises in the pounding
waves. One is reminded on Valery's great line in La Cimetiere Marin: "La
mer, la mer, toujours recomencee." In Burford's poem, the thought of
death, like Valery's sea, is "forever rebegun."
Death, the dumb hostility of nature, and the human contribution to a
brute world are Burford's main themes. He writes without sentiment or
triviality.
The Anatomy Lesson, a poem (}ccasioned by Rembrandt's painting of
the same name, allows Burford to analyse the concept of immortality. Beholding the ignobly flayed corpse, he writes:
'I am the Resurrection and the Life.'
Do the lips, that are dead, still bove?
'~ody with the 'soul shall rise.'
/But the body is butchered meat
And the shroud, a ~loody sheet
From which stick out the dumb feet.

The stumpy metric and masculine rhyme of this second tercet manage
to express the poet's indignation both at the fact of death and the ignominy of the autopsy. Where is human dignity? Only a small shred remains:
But the human face is Sad'
Still wearing its brave mustache,
And has been slowly turning blank

The dignity, irony, and despair contained in these simple lines~wesome indeed; the mustache is remarkable.
;
Burford's stance is that of an enthralled witness. ·In a relatively simple
poem called Vase with Poppies he restates a similar theme: the flowers
in the vase are beautiful, and yet the flatness of table and wall, the human
environment framing the beauty or the flowers, is the element in_which
they shall die. With this simple device Burford is able to s~te the ambi- .
valence between man and nature: by enhancing our lives with the beauties
of nature, we kill the very thing ·we thought beautiful. In the wave, nature
conquers; in the vase, where there is a quick beauty, man conquers, but
is remorseful. Nature is hostile, alien, totally other; and yet man, the most '.
alien of natural creatures, is still an integral part of the world: man is focal,
in the sense that he creates nature by naming it.
Other poems worth special attention are At the'Green Tavern: five in
the afternoon where Rimbaud, an exhausted traveler, takes, an almost

\
\
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apocalyptic joy in the simple pleasures of food, a buxom waitress:' and
beer; At the Track presents an eerie vision of Death; and The Screen, with
the lines "has a grayish silver tinge/ Like a brain that is blank and mad"
emphasizes man's passive indifference to the viewing of horror in a movie
theatre: after viewing his own imminent destruction by the Bomb, the
poet, like the rest of the audience, walks home and sleeps soundly till the
break of day.
Frederic Will is a quieter poet than William Burford. Both of them
possess an enviable technical accomplishment; both eschew rhetorical
flourishes, allowing the rhythm of the poetic form to carry the undercurrents of their meaning. Will is contemplative, once removed from his subject. But he is not passive. His vision is sharp, exactingly rendered, as in
Hartford:
Where spring, an accident that's never covered,
Creeps libidinous from house to house,
And trickles, when the last martini's gone,
Into the actuary's careful blood.

In a town where "policies are read before each meal," spring is the unaccountable accident, the disaster against which there is no insurance.
Like living, it is adventitious; it creates disorder in parks and on neat lawns.
And, with a finely controlled anger, the poet points out that even the
most callous of calculators, after he is drunk enough, becomes infected
with the rank exuberance of spring, the virus of living, and the cycle of
the seasons. The four lines express the clandestine lechering of sujurbia,its annihilating drunkeness, and its despair of the true terms of living.
A poem called Zoo Piece deals with instinct and captivity, with "Murder flickering under/ The still lids" of the caged animals. Even though
these animals were born in a zoo, in an environment of peanut shells, concrete, and iron bars~their unnatural, natural habitat-the jungle still asserts itself in their urban spirits.
Will is also capable of rendering tight, astringent epigrams. Death at
the Cellular Level, a poem dealing with cancer, shows this ability at its
height:
Death on the cellular level comes
Slowly at first and takes a part.
Something about its movement hints
Less of violence than of art,
Careful revenge for something old.

,

This poem is reminiscent of a letter of Descartes to Princess Elizabeth
in which Me stated that the relationship between the body and soul was
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not that of ship to helmsman. The epigram contains this. wonder, the awe
that comes on realizing that the relation between mind-body is a kind
of symbiosis. Which is host, which parasite, changes with the amount of
control one part exerts over the other.
Of philosophy, Will has this to say:
Weaving particular grammars,
Shaking existence until it broke.

)hese last lines illustrate Will's single problem, his ambiguity. In the
above couplet, which ends Philosophy, one may construe the lines as being
an indictment of philosophy or a statement that the philosophers, by
breaking existence, have broken through to truth. But the two notions are
not compatible together, and the ambivalence detracts from the poet's intention, loosening his execution. The ability to sustain contradiction, a
Whitmanesque hangover so highly praised today, is actually an inability to
choose between alternatives.
~evertheless, in both these poets, we have real voices with hard visions,
anA a craftsmanship seldom met in an age when what. passes for poetry
sometimes depends merely on its typographical layout.
-Gus Blaisdell
j
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